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The war between God and devil is difficult to find the start and end points.
And here is another one that is believed to be the beginning of a big war
between the heaven and evil with known as humanity. War of the Dharma
and evil or Deva and Satan or The Mahabharata battle.
Genre:
fantasy | war
The premise: What happens to the Heaven Earth and Underworld If you let the demon in
the body of a Hardesiya awarded the heart of the leader of monster offers to
Sali. While the defenders of Gods in the body of Doctor Nurzan. Could not
resist.
Synopsis:
After the Buddha's nirvana the demons was be delightful, they find a way with life of
the leader of them, the immortal demon where his heart was lie hidden at abyss of hell
black hole. It is the duty of a young demon defenders to put at the heart of the immortal
demon to give the body of the little boy who is selected and wait for the day to be over 6
years 6 months 6 days and after sunset. The immortal demon in a body of child, would be
resurrection came up. Everything will fall under scary of him. Heaven Earth and
underworld to trouble erupt. In this scenario, the angels surely knows, it was a heaven send
defenders to deal with this problem.
After the young demon's fake guardian is Hardesiya who is the car driver of Amish,
father of Sali. He chose Sali more than 6 years old as a new spiritual body of the immortal
demon. After that the child's parents and other was death by the power of the devil spirit in
shape of Sali's body, but the deity in the body of Dr.Nurzan, a mysterious puzzle editor, this
will be stop Sali and destroyed him, before everything too late.
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B.
Plot Structure
Act–1 (25 minutes)
While the headmaster is working at the work desk in his room, there is just one
group officer weapons come open the door. And then take him to the ancient library at
present. The headmaster know that the person ordered the detention, who is. The
headmaster's unexpected that he will revolution and seize power and dominance of the city.,
including this old temple. It may be reached from the city's fall period. If he had the power
to rule by finish.
The headmaster wrote a message secretly sent one officer that trust while hand in his
food. Hoping to resolve the situation outside the crowd. After that, the remaining time is
absorbed with sought the old bookshelf, He found one of the ancient books ... and when he
read it, his subconsciousness to pull the story as he was part of the legendary story. ...
After The Lord Buddha came to nirvana, new evil demon minions to interact and
congregate at the star far away to find out way of resurrection of the demon came up again.
He have been destroyed by the Buddha rays battle occurred in the Visakhapuja, on Fullmoon Day.
there has to be a war which laid the immortal demon defeat and retreat to hunt but it's
burnt body of Buddha's rays until he was totally destroyed only at the heart of it, which
made the black rocks, and through radiation of the Buddha. Black rocks that drift out into
the event horizon of a black hole of evil hell. "You can't kill me! When I have new draft. I
must return to take revenge." that's the last word that a little demon can hear before their the
leader demon is buried on abyss of hell black hole named Avechi a longtime.
Be Anxiety of the headmaster began to decline, and think the story it does end. Then,
he read more ...
End of tale, the old demon was dying in the bulk up of several thousands of demon.
Before he die. He has called himself a young demon to talking softly with fatigue that "I
know that you will have to do what I will tell you.... You keep to do important tasks to
remove the black rock heart of leader for free." A young demon received.
The headmaster felt panic fear. When looking into the eye glitter of the young demon.
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At the same time, all the angels in heaven do not trust in the event of the assembly of
the demon since The Lord Buddha sign up for death. They debate whether to choose other
God which element is to subdue the demons, because if the angles leave a them free there
for a long time, They is to dare. Only all demon, They were still able to fight. But if enough
is the immortal demon, they were tired of all the gods, because of heavenly marshal is the
only Buddha as an opponent. And Gods cannot guarantee that the immortal demon might
come back to life at any time. If they let the demon to find hidden sources of the heart and
black rock was stolen, he was back to life and has more power than the original's troubling
both the heaven and the human world.
And here is war of the first be against of devil and god, it has already begun ...
“Myth of The First Be Against”
A young demon have set himself as the defenders monster kingdom. He gathered
several thousands million households a demon minions to this end, major war is searching
for the heart of the immortal demon in hell, Avechi. The enemy of this battle for themselves
is not warrior angles party, but it was the fire bomb of black hole hell. That no one is
guessing it's harsh, but in the end the demon's defenders took their troops invaded the party
visiting the Avechi hell.
Gods knew that they have a lot of tasks for protect the human world and guardian
angels from the evil of demon, and importantly, the leader of God can be end of life
(nirvana) which different from the leader of demon there are immortal life. One of the angle
was to say that it's not fair for heaven, Lord of God there was a lot of task and died
(parinirvana) but there is a mission back to the demon's destruction and never die. And this
era of the duration of life, its less than find out there was a director of heaven. While it has
been widely argued, one of the angle inserting and said that he knew that who is appropriate
for this job.
At the black hole of Avechi hell, the fire bomb burnt the body of the demon dead a
lot, finding the hidden heart of the demon continues, but they are still not found. The
demon's defenders were also confirmed and following, even if the loss of an army search
party went as far as acceptable. In the end, they found a small black rocks at the end of the
index finger, placed on a rocky platform in the heart of the hot liquid fire hot red hole. A
young demon, induced of a minion remove the body as a bridge to the rest of a deposit in a
fire in hot liquid. So he ran into a took the black rock, heart of the immortal demon and it
worked successfully, but it was broken almost all of a minion. Than it will get dropped
from the black hole of hell. The demon guardian, it was fire burns half and survive just one
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person, but as far as this, it is worth while to risk losing it. Because if he did find a new
body to the leader of demon. He will make many of evil demon to have any minions.
...
The Kingdom of Naravindra is a flourished in the marine trade, in the 18th century
with the capital city named Narav. One corner of it. There is one house is located on
beautiful lake side as the mansion of a wealthy merchant names Amish. His wife is Nina,
with his son, Sali 6–years old and a best housekeeper, Rona. Later, Amish found
Hardesiya and hire the services of him as the car driver, although he is a mysterious man,
but he is works well, and it looks like he will be compatible with Sali’s trust, son of Amish.
And Hardesiya is friendly with Sali. Amish has a friend, a doctor named Nurzan. He will
come to the home of Amish regularly and known to everyone at home.

Act–2 (75 minutes)
Hardesiya noticed and updated that Sali as kids, strong and wise, but in his mind
hidden which is a brutal, vengeful, but because they have been fed well. It can press his
habit of genuine, which make Hardesiya were happy with the defense, and decided to do
something with this child.
At the house of Dr.Nurzan full of antique and old textbooks. If he was empty from
work he often engaged in, but in the book, as if searching for something.
Subsequently, it was bad happens in the family of millionaire. Sali changed to
become more aggressive. Pets in house panic. Dogs bite each other to death. Amish and
Nina have a brawl with sound widely about caring them boy. While Rona sneaking into
them. She feel the shock and surprise to the events that never happened in this house, but
it's happening already.
One day, Dr.Nurzan came to the home of Amish for tell something with him, but he is
not there, So Dr.Nurzan say goodby wife of Amish. Before he goback, he saw something
unusual going on in the house, especially with Sali. After Dr.Nurzan gone, Sali was cut
with knife and blood flow. Nina call Rona to take to clear and clean the wound. After two
womens discover the blood of Sali. Make it feel strange.
In a nightfall, Amish back home for dinner with his family, Amish and Nina debate
and clash about a child agin, but this time strong bad before. At the time Rona felt confused
and one of sympathy with the family is concerned, but it's back to the satisfaction to see
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husband and wife quarrel. Sali have be up psychological and emotional symptoms.
Hardesiya see that it's not his business. So, he does not implicate. In late night Rona secretly
go to Amish and they both happen feel mutual salvation, Amish may not restrain the mind
has both long drink black sexual intercourse. Nina came to see them are causing anger. She
go quickly out and return with the gun in her hand. Shooting of guns thunder out 2 times.
Amish and Rona die is causing Nina most profoundly regret, she took the gun in her hand
shoot oneself to death. All events happen very fast and Sali saw all its, but he did not
introduce or tell anyone about killing in his house. He made as if there is no soul. Until it
calmed down Hardesiya came in rush that incident. He expressed satisfaction with the
events that occurred.
Morning dawn, police work harder and chaos. They found a strange thing happened
in the house. Dogs, cats and other animals dead, like many bites. Police investigating
Hardesiya were updated, hard to find out the truth. Sali was the police get to the police
station. Waiting for relatives to come and take go home. In this time, Hardesiya found Sali
in private. He encourage Sali expressed genuine relics of the demons come out to prove that
his body has the power and special powers hidden. He told Sali remove the blood or saliva
put the water for the police drink. He follow that Hardesiya told him after back. Results it
appears that caused chaos at the police station. There are many strange habits, the police to
provoke themselves.
Dr.Nurzan feel that the death of a man in a mysterious millionaire home is hidden. He
returned to find the truth in the home of Amish. He discovered several clue from the
paintings of Sali, but their image is pure demons. He found that each image contains
symbols that are in the slice a stone, making him go to review images, symbols in the
legend of the ancient book about the first war that he has been studying. [The book same as
the ancient book of the headmaster, in start.] There are many images that Sali are drawn up,
its similar to a picture in a book of myths, and when the survey date and time from the
drawings. All that happened after Hardesiya was updated in the home, making him unsure
of something about Hardesiya. Suddenly, Dr.Nurzan sent himself rushing out of the house
with a painting of Sali to go back his home.
Be happenings major turmoil at the police station. Have a quarrel and killing police
officers die, there are no angry cause each other. Dr.Nurzan driving past saw to it visit to
the station to make him aware of the events that are similar to the reasons that caused the
family of Amish before they get back. He found Sali to be asking something but it did not
work because of the Sali refuses to speak, but sitting as a death man. Dr.Nurzan see so
hurry to go home as soon as he did not noticed that Sali has double fangs are sprouting up.
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While Hardesiya some are wearing away travel bag is the same as were to travel to
somewhere. He had done a photo gallery of Sali and left in the car. They flip through the
back of the photos appear to date of birth of the Sali versus the calendar that they bring.
That corresponds to the date of birth of the Sali fit and then he drove off.
[climax] When Dr.Nurzan drive at home. He was in a hurry to go to the library. Open
the ancient book volume 6 in the legend said that when the leader monster was found a
body which dwell in are over 6 years old, in the 6th day of the 6th month and after the
sunset. He will have a maximum power. Dr.Nurzan feel very shocked. When the current
time and date, count against the date of birth of the rest time Sali scrape dead a few hours
ahead. A thick cloud of dark-sky, started lightning frequency, the wind blows to threaten as
demons are glad to jump and dance. Cloud formation is skull man. The ancient book says
that when the time shall come near to the leader monster power. The demon's essence will
be awarded to the defenders therefore to restore all power to his leader. And after sunset
world of heaven, earth, ground ended because of the power of revenge the demon. At the
end of a word the myth book mentioned briefly that it will have to get rid of the dwell in
body therefore, before the demon guardian to give his heart to him and to catch up before
sunset. Nurzan rushed in and grabbed the car keys, drove to breast the storm off to the
police station. While Hardesiya take Sali and driving to the coast and feel satisfied in what
is going to happen soon.

Act–3 (20 minutes)
When they reached the police station. In nightfall, down come the rain in torrents.,
thunderstorms around the storm. He asked for marshal of police station and found Sali
again. He says that when a moment Hardesiya took the children. Be anxiety as much as
Nurzan. He rushed to the car and drive as quickly. During the time of crisis like this. They
show the true self come out a world of human beings in heaven defenders. Fly to trap in
front of the car of Hardesiya to abduct a child. But Hardesiya did not delay and update as
well. They show the true self come out a devil young defenders his leader and say it's late
already. He was awarded the heart of him to a child. The body of Sali began to change.
Fangs grow longer nails pedicure starts to sprout. Battle of the demon in the body of
Hardesiya and God in the body of Nurzan began.
Voice yelling and fighting of a young devil and god who heaven defenders. As to the
meeting of all the angels, became panic and meetings that if leave Nurzan was in the
human. He did not fight alone, because while the two fought the leader monster began to
revive power and charming. He throws a flame be annoyed out of mouth and those flames
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over a demon had significant change to a baby demon more and more. Fighting against
Devil Hardesiya, it is difficult to overcome. But this must come to a blockade of the demon
child. God Nurzan feel heavy more. To get rid of the leader of monster seem to be devoid
of win.
Now before it's too late. Gods do everything, including power and fly down to the
human world, and then used to power all of the bolt with a charge. Burning the body of the
leader demon, which is the full resurrection until becoming the black rocks. And so, many
child demon change to flames and become a fallen slice of rocks over the ground. Heart of
the leader demon was embedded in a black rock and was bouncing with the bolt throw off
lost in thick clouds in the sky, solid group. When demon Hardesiya to be seen that the
demon's defeat. So hurry to escape and disappear in the dark sky.
The black rock enwrapped the heart of demon was flying out of the galaxy, far away,
with a voice shouting "God kill me not. I need a new draft. I must return to take revenge."
That's a signal sound that is passed into the ear of the headmaster who just wake from
his subconsciousness while there are loud people outside the ancient library. As he closed
the book and looked at the door facing the rear. It is a warrior's friends, along with door
open. When they see him the headmaster. They all shrink their worship. His headmaster
look feel better with a warrior's standing as a leader. He was the officer who had taken food
delivery now that he has been trapped here.
Many millions of years passed a ball shooting star Running direct to the world. At one
corner of the city, one of the guards. There is a mysterious object falling from the sky. One
of the people who rushed to collect the black finger-sized rocks. After he lost
consciousness, a fierce temper and a sprout fangs. His temper was not around to chase bite.
Hurt others, until all the people infected with the mad city. Since then (as the beginning of a
city man fangs).
End.
(The next episode is “Holder”).
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C.
Mise-en-scene
The main characters:
–Hardesiya, A driver car of Amish, Demon in human
–Nurzan, Dr., friend of Amish, God in human
–Sali, boy 6-age, son of Amish an Nina
–Amish, a rich merchant
–Nina, wife of Amish
–Rona, an housekeeper of Amish
Extra:
–demons
–God
–police and Marshall police
–Headmaster and officer
The scenes:
City of Naravindra Kingdom is Narav, in the 18th century era civilization, the seam
between East and West.
The inspiration for this idea:
I think this storyline is the first of movie “Holder” (The town of Demon’
fangs), which I wrote it 2 years ago. After watching the film “The Hobbit:
The Unexpected Journey” ends, and then surprised at why the creator
generate and produced after the first episode I, The Lord of the Ring. And
after watching The Omen (2006) ends. Cause I was a new idea created the
first episode of movie myths stories about God and Demon in Eastern
which it rarely receives the attention, or that once don't write or think? So,
I thought I would create a new legend by ASEAN.
July 30, 2013.
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